Tata Trusts under its healthcare initiatives has supported Make-A-Wish India to grant memorable wishes for children diagnosed with a life-threatening medical condition, mostly Cancer. This support of a wish granting experience has helped restore in the community - hope, strength and joy. The doctors have shared that this wish granting program has a therapeutic effect and has helped reduce the dropout rate of children who abandon medical treatment.

About Tata Trusts
Since inception in 1892, Tata Trusts, India’s oldest philanthropy, has played a pioneering role in bringing about an enduring difference in the lives of the communities it serves. Guided by the principles and the vision of proactive philanthropy of its Founder, Jamsetji Tata, the Trusts’ purpose is to catalyse development in the areas of healthcare and nutrition, water and sanitation, education, energy, rural upliftment, urban poverty alleviation, and arts, craft and culture. Tata Trusts’ programmes, achieved through direct implementation, partnerships and grant making, are marked by innovations, relevant to the country. For more information, please visit [http://tatatrusts.org](http://tatatrusts.org)

Wish child Sumeet shared his wish of being a wild life photographer for The National Geographic Channel. He loves travelling and has been to Himachal, Jammu and Kashmir. Visiting Ladakh and capturing its beauty and animals is next on his list.

To enhance his wish experience Make-A-Wish India arranged for a photography workshop where he learned the correct use of camera from the experts and got his wish gift of a DSLR camera.